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India is ranked 3rd largest country under the education system in the world, after China and the
United States. The chief governing body which controls and maintains the higher education in India
is the University Grants Commission. It keeps the quality of education in balance with the
international standards.Medical education, Engineering education or any type of professional
education be it, it is kept up-to-date by UGC.As of 2009, India has 20 central universities, 215 state
universities, 100 deemed universities, 5 institutions established and functioning under the State Act,
and 33 institutes which are of national importance. Other institutions include 16000 colleges,
including 1800 exclusive women's colleges, functioning under these universities and institutions.
The emphasis in the tertiary level of education lies on science and technology. Indian educational
institutions by 2004 consisted of a large number of technology institutes. These universities conduct
exams every semester. University Exam results are declared online or it can also be searched on
exams result India.

To gain entry to these Universities, undergraduate level, one needs to take entrance exams
conducted under government. Results are declared online. The score of entrance exams decides
what University or field a student might get. Some private colleges also allow undergraduate entry
on the basis of school exam result, but under public sector, admissions are based strictly on the
entrance exam score.Before the advent of internet, people use to wait for newspaper to check their
result.But now, whether it is university exam result or school exam resultyou cancheck your result
online.Nowadays the Exam result in India is uploaded as soon as they are available to the
universities or school.

Distance learning is also a feature of the Indian higher education system. Internet had made
distance learning courses possible. Internet had made our life simple. With distance learning a
person can complete a course from a particular university without physically being there. One can
also opt for online examinations, thus the student can complete his/her education. IGNOU, the
National Resource Centre Distance Learning, offers education degree programs in science,
commerce, arts, social sciences and information technology.The performance of the students in the
qualifying test decides the admission in the top universities of the country or top companies.
Likewise, if the candidate is to apply for the course in the master degree education then the student
must possess the bachelor's degree with the minimum university exam results that is required for
the admission. Certain college and university have some seats reserved for the scheduled castes,
scheduled tribes, other backward classes and physically disabled students
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